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We consider the double power series
` `
j kf x , y [ a x y .   jk
js0 ks0
with coefficients a G 0 for all j and k. Among others, we prove exact estimates ofjk
certain weighted L p-norms of f on the unit square, in terms of the coefficients
a . Our results extend those of Askey and Boas, Hardy and Littlewood, Khan,jk
Leindler, Mateljevic and Pavlovic from single to double power series. The furtherÂ Â
extension to multiple power series is also indicated. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall consider the double power series
` `
j kf x , y [ a x y 1.1 .  .  jk
js0 ks0
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with nonnegative coefficients:
a G 0 for j, k s 0, 1, . . . ,jk
on the unit square
w x w xQ [ 0, 1 = 0, 1 .
We shall use the notations
m n
s [ a , m n jk
js0 ks0
t [ a for m , n s 0, 1, . . . , m n jk
jgI kgIm n
where
 4  my 1 my1 m 4I [ 0 , I [ 2 , 2 q 1, . . . , 2 y 1 for m s 1, 2, . . . ;0 m
1.2 .
 4  4also I [ 1 , I [ 2, 3 , etc. Clearly1 2
m n
m ns s t for m , n s 0, 1, . . . . 1.3 . 2 y1, 2 y1 jk
js0 ks0
w .  .Let f be a nonnegative function defined on 0, ` with f 0 s 0. Given
 .  . ptwo positive numbers p and q, p G q, we write f g D p, q if f t rt is
 . q  .nonincreasing and f t rt is nondecreasing on 0, ` . We write f g D if
 . p  . p  .f g D p, q for some p and q. For example, t g D p, p and t ln 1 q t
 .  .g D p q « , p if p ) 0 and « ) 0. Clearly, if f g D, then f t is nonde-
w .creasing on 0, ` . But much more is true, as the following Lemma 1 shows.
 w x.  .LEMMA 1 see 7, p. 314 . If f g D p, q for some 0 - q F p and
t G 0 for m s 0, 1, . . . , thenm
u pf t F f u t F u qf t for 0 F u F 1 and t G 0, 1.4 .  .  .  .
p` `
1r pf t F f t , 1.5 .  . m m 5 /
ms0 ms0
` `
f t F f t for 0 - p F 1. 1.6 .  . m m /
ms0 ms0
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Our Theorem 1 extends the corresponding result of Mateljevic andÂ
w xPavlovic 7, Theorem 6 from single to double power series.Â
 .THEOREM 1. If a ) 0, b ) 0, f is defined by 1.1 with nonnegati¨ e
coefficients a , and f g D, then there exists a constant K depending only onjk
a , b , and f such that
` `
y1 ym aynb
m nK 2 f s .  2 y1, 2 y1
ms0 ns0
ay1 by1F 1 y x 1 y y f f x , y dxdy .  .  . .HH
Q
` `
ym aynbF K 2 f t . 2.1 .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
 . m nIt is plain that estimate 2.1 remains true if s is replaced by2 y1, 2 y1
t on the left-most side, orrand if t is replaced by s m n on them n m n 2 y1, 2 y1
 .right-most side of 2.1 .
Making use of the Cauchy condensation principle yields the following
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, there exists a constant
 .K s K a , b , f such that
` `
yay1 yby1y1K j q 1 k q 1 f s .  .  .  jk
js0 ks0
ay1 by1F 1 y x 1 y y f f x , y dxdy .  .  . .HH
Q
` `
yay1 yby1F K j q 1 k q 1 f s . 2.2 .  .  .  .  jk
js0 ks0
 . pIn the special case where a s b s 1 and f t s t with some p ) 0,
 . p .from 2.2 it follows that f g L Q if and only if
` `
y2 y2 pj q 1 k q 1 s - `. 2.3 .  .  .  jk
js0 ks0
wThis is an extension of the corresponding result by Askey and Boas 1; 2,
xTheorem 2 from single to double power series.
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 .It follows also from 2.2 that
yarp ybrp p1 y x 1 y y f x , y g L Q .  .  .  .
for some a - 1, b - 1, and p ) 0, if and only if
` `
ay2 by2 pj q 1 k q 1 s - ` .  .  jk
js0 ks0
  .. w xcf. 2.3 . This is an extension of the corresponding result by Khan 4
from single to double power series.
Theorem 1 can also be used to provide easy proofs of the results in
Corollary 2 below, which can be considered to be the extension of the
w xcorresponding results due to Hardy and Littlewood 3, Theorems 3 and 11
from single to double power series.
 .COROLLARY 2. Let f be defined by 1.1 with nonnegati¨ e coefficients a .jk
 .i If 1 - r F p, q ) 0, and q ) 0, then there exists a constant1 2
 .K s K p, q , q , r such that1 1 1 2
prq y1 prq y1 p1 21 y x 1 y y f x , y dxdy .  .  .HH
Q
prr` `
 .  .r 1y1rq y1 r 1y1rq y1 r1 2F K j q 1 k q 1 a . 2.4 .  .  . 1 jk 5
js0 ks0
 .ii If 0 - p F r F 1, q ) 0, and q ) 0, then there exists a constant1 2
 .K s K p, q , q , r such that2 2 1 2
prr` `
 .  .r 1y1rq y1 r 1y1rq y1 r1 2j q 1 k q 1 a .  .  jk 5
js0 ks0
prq y1 prq y1 p1 2F K 1 y x 1 y y f x , y dxdy. 2.5 .  .  .  .HH2
Q
3. PROOFS
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall need Lemma 1 in Section 1 and the
following two lemmas.
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 w x.LEMMA 2 see 7, p. 314 . If 0 - g - 1, 0 - r - 1, and
`
mmg 2h r [ 2 r , 3.1 .  .g
ms0
then
< <ygh r F 2G g ln r . 3.2 .  .  .g
LEMMA 3. If g ) 0, p ) 0, and m G 0, then
1 1m mgy1 gy1p2 p2 y1 yg ymg< <1 y r r dr F ln r r dr s p G g 2 . 3.3 .  .  .H H
0 0
 . w xInequality 3.3 is contained in 7 in an implicit form. For the reader's
convenience, we sketch its proof.
Proof. We begin with the inequality
gy1 gy1< <r 1 y r F ln r for 0 F r - 1. 3.4 .  .
Thus, by integration by substitutions,
1 1m mgy1 gy1p2 p2 y1< <1 y r r dr F ln r r dr .H H
0 0
` mgy1 yp2 us u e duH
0
`
yg ymg gy1 y¨s p 2 ¨ e d¨ ,H
0
 .which provides 3.3 .
Proof of Theorem 1. Lower Estimate. To prove the first inequality in
 .2.1 , let
r [ 1 y 2yj for j s 0, 1, . . . . 3.5 .j
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 .  .By 1.1 and 1.4 , elementary estimations yield
` `
ay1 by1 j k1 y x 1 y y f a x y dxdy .  .  HH jk /Q js0 ks0
` `
m nay1 by1 2 y1 2 y1G 1 y x 1 y y f t x y dxdy .  .  HH m n /Q ms0 ns0
j` ` k
m n2 y1 2 y1G f t r r    m n j k /
js0 ks0 ms0 ns0
=
r rjq1 kq1ay1 by11 y x dx 1 y y dy .  .H H
r rj k
j` ` k
m n2 y jq1.aykq1.b 2 y1 2 y1G ln 2 2 f t r r .     m n j k /
js0 ks0 ms0 ns0
` `
2yayb y2 p yjayk b
j kG 2 e ln 2 2 f s , .  .  2 y1, 2 y1
js0 ks0
 .where we took into account that by 3.5 ,
m j 2 jy12 y1 2 y1 yj y1r G r s 1 y 2 G e for m s 0, 1, . . . , j. .j j
 .Upper Estimate. We shall prove the second inequality in 2.1 in two
steps.
 . pStep 1. We begin with the special case where f t s t for some p ) 0
and
 4a s 0 if min j, k s 0.jk
 .The latter assumption is only for brevity in writing. In particular, now we
have
 4t s 0 if min m , n s 0.m n
Our key estimate is
` ` ` `
m nj k 2 2f x , y [ a x y F t x y . 3.6 .  .   jk mq1, nq1
js1 ks1 ms0 ns0
In the sequel, we shall distinguish between two cases according to whether
p ) 1 or 0 - p F 1.
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 .  . pCase i . Assume that f t s t for some p ) 1. Let
 4  4g [ min 1, arp , g [ min 1, brp . 3.7 .1 2
 .By 3.6 and Jensen's inequality, we conclude
py1` `
m np mg qng 2 21 2f x , y F 2 x y .   5
ms0 ns0
` `
m nmg qng 2 2 ymg qng . p p1 2 1 2= 2 x y 2 t  mq 1, nq1
ms0 ns0
` `
m npy1 py1 mg qng .1yp. p 2 21 2s h x h y 2 t x y , .  .  g g mq1, nq11 2
ms0 ns0
 .  .  .where the function h is defined in 3.1 . By 3.2 and 3.4 ,g
ay1 by1 pJ [ 1 y x 1 y y f x , y dxdy .  .  .HH
Q
` `
2 py1. py1 py1 mg qng .1yp. p1 2F 2 G g G g 2 t .  .  1 2 mq1, nq1
ms0 ns0
1 1m ny py1.g qay1 y py1.g qby12 y1 2 y11 2< < < <= ln x x dx ln y y dy. 3.8 .H H
0 0
First, we treat the subcase where
g s arp and g s brp 3.9 .1 2
 .  .  .in 3.7 . By 3.3 and 3.8 ,
` `
2 py1. p p ymg qng . p p1 2J F 2 G g G g 2 t . .  .  1 2 mq1, nq1
ms0 ns0
 .Taking into account 3.9 , this is equivalent to the second inequality in
 .2.1 .
 .  .Second, we treat the subcase where g s g s 1 in 3.7 . By 3.3 and1 2
 .3.8 ,
J F 22 py1.G a y p q 1 G b y p q 1 .  .
` `
mqn.1yp. ymaypq1.yn bypq1. p= 2 2 t ,  mq 1, nq1
ms0 ns0
 .which also results in the second inequality in 2.1 .
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Finally, the subcases where g s arp and g s 1, or g s 1 and g s1 2 1 2
brp can be treated in an analogous way.
 .  . pCase ii . This time assume that f t s t for some 0 - p F 1. By
 .  .  .1.6 , 3.3 , and 3.6 ,
` `
1 1m nay1 by1p p2 p2J F t 1 y x x dx 1 y y y dy .  .  H Hmq 1, nq1
0 0ms0 ns0
` `
yayb ym aynb pF p G a G b 2 t , .  .   mq 1, nq1
ms0 ns0
 .which is equivalent to the second inequality in 2.1.
Step 2. Now, we shall derive the general statement from the special case
just as has been treated in Step 1. This part of the proof hinges on
 .  .inequalities 1.4 and 1.5 . To begin with, let the integer n be defined by
the requirement that
2ny1 - prq F 2n , 3.10 .
 .where p and q come from the assumption f g D p, q for some 0 - q F p.
Clearly, n G 0.
This time, our key estimate is
` ` `
my 1j k 2f x , y [ a x y F t q t x .   jk 00 m0
js0 ks0 ms1
` ` `
ny 1 my1 ny12 2 2q t y q t x y for 0 F x , y - 1.  0 n m n
ns1 ms1 ns1
 .  .By 1.4 and 1.5 ,
` qrpmy 11r p 1r p 2f f x , y F f t q f t x .  .  . .  .00 m0
ms1
` qrpny 11r p 2q f t y .  . 0 n
ns1
p` ` qrpmy 1 ny11r p 2 2q f t x y . 3.11 .  . .  m n 5
ms1 ns1
 .Since 0 F x, y - 1, by 3.10 we have
qrp qrpmy 1 myny1 ny1 nyny12 2 2 2x F x and y F y . .  .
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 .It follows from 3.11 , via Holder's inequality, thatÈ
nq1 nq1
1r pf f x , y F f t .  . .   m n
ms0 ns0
` nq1
i1r p 2q f t x .  iqnq1, n
is1 ns0
p
nq1 ` ` `
l i l1r p 2 1r p 2 2q f t y q f t x y .  .   m , lqnq1 iqnq1, lqnq1 5
ms0 ls1 is1 ls1
nq1 nq1
 .2 py1 1r pF n q 3 f t .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
pnq1 `
i1r p 2q f t x .  iqnq1, n /
ns0 is1
pnq1 `
l1r p 2q f t y .  m , lqnq1 /
ms0 ls1
p` `
i l1r p 2 2q f t x y . 3.12 .  .  iqnq1, lqnq1 5 /
is1 ls1
 .We shall deal separately with the last four terms in 3.12 . Clearly,
nq1 nq1
ay1 by11 y x 1 y y f t dxdy .  .  . HH m n
Q ms0 ns0
nq1 nq1
y1 y1s a b f t .  m n
ms0 ns0
nq1 nq1
y1 y1 nq1.aqb . ym aqnb .F a b 2 2 f t . 3.13 .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
It is not difficult to see that
` `
i1r p 2 jf t x F b x , . iqnq1, n j
is1 js1
 4where the new sequence b is defined byj
b iy1 s b iy1 s ??? s b i [ 2yiq1f1r p t for i s 1, 2, . . . . .2 2 q1 2 y1 iqnq1, n
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In particular, b is constant for j g I . By the corresponding one-dimen-j i
w xsional result of 7, Theorem 6 , we may estimate as
p`
iay1 by1 1r p 21 y x 1 y y f t x dxdy .  .  .HH iqnq1, n /Q is1
p
`
1 ay1y1 jF b 1 y x b x dx . H j /0 js1
p`
y1 yiaF Kb 2 b  j /
is1 jgIi
`
y1 yias Kb 2 f t . iqnq1, n
is1
`
y1 nq1.a ym aF Kb 2 2 f t for n s 0, 1, . . . , n q 1. . m n
msnq2
3.14 .
In an analogous manner, we deduce that
p`
lay1 by1 1r p 21 y x 1 y y f t y dxdy .  .  .HH m , lqnq1 /Q ls1
`
y1 nq1.b ynbF Ka 2 2 f t for m s 0, 1, . . . , n q 1. . m n
nsnq2
3.15 .
We proceed along the same lines to get
` ` ` `
i l1r p 2 2 j kf t x y F c x y , .   iqnq1, lqnq1 jk
is1 ls1 js1 ks1
 4where the new sequence c is defined byjk
c [ 2yiylq2f1r p t for j g I , k g I ; i , l s 1, 2, . . . . .jk iqnq1, lqnq1 i l
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Then we apply the special case of Theorem 1 just as has been proved in
Step 1 to obtain
p` `
i lay1 by1 1r p 2 21 y x 1 y y f t x y dxdy .  .  . HH iqnq1, lqnq1 /Q is1 ls1
p
` `
ay1 by1 j kF 1 y x 1 y y c x y dxdy .  .  HH jk /Q js1 ks1
p` `
y iaqlb .F K 2 c    jk /
is1 ls1 jgI kgIi l
` `
y iaqlb .s K 2 f t .  iqnq1, lqnq1
is1 ls1
` `
nq1.aqb . ym aqnb .F K 2 2 f t . 3.16 .  .  m n
msnq2 nsnq2
 .  .  .Combining estimates 3.12 ] 3.16 yields the second inequality in 2.1 in
full generality.
Proof of Corollary 1. Lower Estimate. Denote by  the double sum
 .occurring in 2.2 . Making use of the Cauchy condensation principle yields
` `
yay1 yby1
[ j q 1 k q 1 f s .  .  .     jk
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
`
a ym a
mF f s q 2 2 f s .  .00 2 y1, 0
ms1
` ` `
b ynb aqb ym aynb




m nF 2 2 f s . .  2 y1, 2 y1
ms0 ns0
 .  .Combining this with 2.1 gives the first inequality in 2.2 .
Upper Estimate. In a similar way, we find
`
yay1 ymy1.a













m nG 2 2 f s . .  2 y1, 2 y1
ms0 ns0
 .  .Combining this with 2.1 gives the second inequality in 2.2 .
 .Proof of Corollary 2. Part i . By Theorem 1 and Holder's inequalityÈ
 .r ) 1 , we have
prq y1 prq y1 p1 2J [ 1 y x 1 y y f x , y dxdy .  .  .HH1
Q
p` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn1 2F K 2 2 a    jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
prr` `
y2 p1y1r r . m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn r1 2F K 2 2 2 a .    jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
3.17 .
On the other hand, making use of the Cauchy condensation principle
and the fact that prr G 1, we obtain
prr` `
 .  .r 1y1rq y1 r 1y1rq y1 r1 2J [ j q 1 k q 1 a .  . 2 jk /
js0 ks0
prr` `
 .  .r 1y1rq y1 r 1y1rq y1 r1 2G j q 1 k q 1 a .  .    jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
prr`
p m p1y1r q . ym r1G a q K 2 2 a 00 1 j0 /
ms1 jgIm
prr`
n p1y1r q . yn r2q K 2 2 a 2 0 k /
ns1 kgIn
prr` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn r1 2q K 2 2 a   3 jk /
ms1 ns1 jgI kgIm n
prr` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn r1 2G K 2 2 a , 3.18 .   3 jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
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where
 yp 1y1r ry1r q1.4  yp 1y1r ry1r q2 .4K [ min 1, 2 , K [ min 1, 2 ,1 2
K [ min K , K , 2yp 2y2r ry1r q1y1 r q2 . . 43 1 2
 .  .  .Combining 3.17 and 3.18 yields inequality 2.4 .
 .  .Part ii . By Theorem 1 and Jensen's inequality 0 - r F 1 , we have
  ..cf. 3.17
p` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn1 2J G K 2 2 a   1 1 jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
` `




ymyn r2 a .  jk /
jgI kgIm n
On the other hand, making use of the Cauchy condensation principle
  ..and the fact that prr F 1, we get cf. 3.18
prr` `
 .  .r 1y1rq y1 r 1y1rq y1 r1 2J F j q 1 k q 1 a .  .   2 jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
prr`
p m p1y1r q . ym r1F a q K 2 2 a 00 4 j0 /
ms1 jgIm
prr`
n p1y1r q . yn r2q K 2 2 a 5 0 k /
ns1 kgIn
prr` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn r1 2q K 2 2 a   6 jk /
ms1 ns1 jgI kgIm n
prr` `
m p1y1r q .qn p1y1r q . ymyn r1 2F K 2 2 a , 3.20 .   6 jk /
ms0 ns0 jgI kgIm n
where
 yp 1y1r ry1r q1.4  yp 1y1r ry1r q2 .4K [ max 1, 2 , K [ max 1, 2 ,4 5
K [ max K , K , 2yp 2y2r ry1r q1y1 r q2 . . 46 4 5
 .  .  .Combining 3.19 and 3.20 yields inequality 2.5 .
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
w x  .aRemark 1. Following Leindler 6 , we may replace the functions 1 y x
 . b  .  .  .and 1 y y in 2.1 by ``regularly'' decreasing functions a x and b y ,
 .respectively. To this end, denote by L the class of functions l t defined
for 1 F t - `, which are positive, nonincreasing, and such that
l 2 t l 2 t .  .
0 - lim inf F lim sup - 1. 4.1 .
l t l ttª`  .  .tª`
ya b  .For instance, t ln 1 q t g L provided a ) 0 and b - a ln4.
Now, the generalization of Theorem 1 reads as follows.
 .THEOREM 2. If a g L, b g L, f is defined by 1.1 with nonnegati¨ e
coefficients a , and f g D, then there exists a constant K depending only onjk
a , b , and f such that
` `
y1 m n
m nK a 2 b 2 f s .  .  .  2 y1, 2 y1
ms0 ns0
y1 y1 y1 y1F a 1 y x 1 y x b 1 y y 1 y y f f x , y dxdy .  .  .  .  . . .  .HH
Q
` `
m nF K a 2 b 2 f t . 4.2 .  .  .  .  m n
ms0 ns0
wThis is an extension of the corresponding result by Leindler 6, Theo-
x  . ya  . ybrem . Clearly, in the special case where a t s t and b t s t for
some a ) 0 and b ) 0, Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1.
Since the proof of Theorem 2 runs along the same lines as that of
Theorem 1, we only sketch its proof. The point is that instead of Lemmas 2
and 3, we have to apply the following two more general ones.
 w x.LEMMA 4 see 5, Lemma 1 for r s 1 . If l g L, then there exists a
 .constant K s K l such that
` y1y1y1 y1 mm l m r F Kl 1 y r for 0 F r - 1. 4.3 .  .  . .
ms1
 w x.LEMMA 5 see 5, Lemma 2 for r s 1 . If l g L, then there exists a
 .constant K s K l such that
1 y1 y1 ml 1 y r 1 y r r dr F Kl m for m s 1, 2, . . . . 4.4 .  .  .  . .H
0
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 .In the proof of the lower estimate in 4.2 , we repeat the proof of the
corresponding part of Theorem 1, while inserting the inequality
rjq1 y1 y1 ja 1 y x 1 y x dx G Ka 2 for j s 0, 1 . . . , 4.5 .  .  .  . .H
rj
 .where r is defined in 3.5 , and the corresponding inequality with bj
 .instead of a . In fact, 4.5 is an easy consequence of the nonincreasing
 .  .property of a t and 4.1 with a in place of l.
 .In the proof of the upper estimate in 4.2 , we make use of Lemmas 4
 .and 5 instead of Lemmas 2 and 3. For example, if p ) 1 then by 3.6 and
Holder's inequality,È
py1` `
m ny1rpp m n 2 2f x , y F a 2 b 2 x y .  .  .  5
ms0 ns0
` `
m n .py1 rpm n p 2 2= a 2 b 2 t x y . 4.6 .  .  .  mq 1, nq1
ms0 ns0
 . 1r p .  1r p . .Now, applying Lemma 4, with l t s a t and b t , respectively
yields, via the Cauchy condensation principle,
`y1rpy1 y1 y1r p mKa 1 y x G m a m x .  . . 
ms1
`1 my1r p y1r p my1 2G a 1 x q a 2 x .  .2 ms1
`
my1r p m 2G K a 2 x . 4.7 .  .1
ms0
 .  .As a result of 4.6 and 4.7 , we conclude that
y1 y1 y1 y1 pa 1 y x 1 y x b 1 y y 1 y y f x , y dxdy .  .  .  .  . .  .HH
Q
` `
 .py1 rpm n pF K a 2 b 2 t .  . 2 mq1, nq1
ms0 ns0
1rp1 my1 y1 2= a 1 y x 1 y x x dx .  . .H
0
=
1rp1 ny1 y1 2b 1 y y 1 y y y dy. .  . .H
0
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 . 1r p .  1r p .Now, it remains to apply Lemma 5 with l t s a t and b t ,
.  .respectively in order to obtain the second inequality in 4.2 in the special
 . pcase where f t s t for some p ) 1. The other cases can be treated in
an analogous way.
Remark 2. All the previous results of the present paper can be ex-
tended with ease to d-multiple power series
` ` `
k k k1 2 df x , x , . . . , x [ ??? a x x . . . x 4.8 .  .  1 2 d k , k , . . . , k 1 2 d1 2 d
k s0 k s0 k s01 2 d
with nonnegative coefficients:
a G 0 for all k , k , . . . , k s 0, 1, . . . ,k , k , . . . , k 1 2 d1 2 d
on the d-dimensional unit cube: 0 F x - 1 for i s 1, 2, . . . , d.i
As a pattern, we formulate the extension of Theorem 1 as follows.
 .THEOREM 3. If a ) 0 for i s 1, 2, . . . , d, f is defined by 4.8 withi
nonnegati¨ e coefficients a , and f g D, then there exists a constantk , k , . . . , k1 2 d
K depending only on a , a , . . . , a , and f such that1 2 d
` ` ` d
y1 ym ai i m m mK ??? 2 f s .1 2 d    2 y1, 2 y1, . . . 2 y1
is1m s0 m s0 m s01 2 d
d
1 1 1 a y1iF ??? 1 y x f f x , x , . . . , x dx dx . . . dx .  . .H H H i 1 2 d 1 2 d
0 0 0 is1
` ` ` d
ym a iF K ??? 2 f t , .    m , m , . . . , m1 2 d
is1m s0 m s0 m s01 2 d
where
l l l1 2 d
s [ ??? a ,  l , l , . . . , l k , k , . . . , k1 2 d 1 2 d
k s0 k s0 k s01 2 d
t [ ??? a ,  m , m , . . . , m k , k , . . . , k1 2 d 1 2 d
k gI k gI k gI1 m 2 m d m1 2 d
 .and I is defined in 1.2 .m
Remark 3. Our Theorems 1]3 can be used to extend some known
results from Hardy spaces to a wider class of spaces, in particular, to
Dirichlet and Bergman spaces, and furthermore, to improve some known
results on fractional integrals. Such applications are the theme of a
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forthcoming paper of ours; however, the theory of the spaces mentioned
above is not so well elaborated in the multivariate case as in the univariate
case.
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